
Silver is Art Guard’s standard art security system and the easiest and 
most flexible way to provide special protection for temporary exhibits 
in larger museums and traveling shows and as primary daytime pro-
tection from grab-and-run theft in galleries, smaller museums or any 
other facility displaying stationary objects.  The MAP System Silver 
offers 24/7 protection of assets when the main security is off to allow 
movement of visitors and staff in the facility. 

The patented MAP (Magnetic Asset Protection) wireless sensor de-
tects the movement of a tiny rare earth magnet, which can be safely 
and discreetly attached to the surface of an object. The MAP sensor 
is placed nearby—either behind a hanging piece or in, on or beneath 
a seated piece.  Both magnet and sensor are hidden from view.  Any 
movement of either the magnet or the sensor triggers an immediate 
location-specific alert, activating an audible alarm in the panel. 

MAP sensors communicate with DSC’s self-contained Impassa control 
panel, an industry standard with over a decade of dependable service. 
Sensors are pre-enrolled in the panel so the system ships as plug-
and-play right out of the box with multiple audible alerts. Simply 
plug into any power outlet. There are no wires to run and no security 
installer is required.  Additional sensors—up to 64—can easily be 
added. Once a show is completed, simply unplug the panel. All sensors 
are kept in memory for the next show or application. 

The Impassa panel can be easily upgraded with a phone module for 
texts and calls from a central monitoring station. The panel also has 
two programmable outlets for integration into a general security 
system. The MAP System Silver is the ideal solution for complete and 
affordable protection of assets.

MAP Sensor Features:
 • Simple and discreet application with full support videos
 • Magnets available for any application, regardless of size
 • The safest solution for high value works
 • 400 ft. sensor transmission can be enhanced with repeaters
 • The only sensor capable of protecting any stationary asset

MAP System Silver Features:
 • Pre-programmed sensors with unique digital ID ship 
  ready to install
 • 64 wireless zone capacity
 • Large panel keyboard and easy to read LED display 
 • Panel siren with capacity for 4 remote wireless sirens
 • Completely portable.  Use from show to show or gallery 
  to gallery 
 • Upgrade with telephony and integrate into access control

Specifications
 • Sensor dimensions 2” x 2” x ¼”
 • Sensors use 2 x CR2450 Lithium coin cell batteries 
  with 4-5 year life.
 • Impassa panel UL tested
 • Panel back up battery, 24 hrs. fully charged.
 • Industry panel check in with sensors every 60 minutes

Art Guard strongly advises that sensors and magnets be 
affixed to artwork by a qualified art handler.

Contact Art Guard 212.989.1594 or info@artguard.net

MAP SYSTEM SILVER: Dedicated, Flexible and Expandable Art Protection

Ambient conditions in a facility, such as ferrous metals or electromagnetic forces in close proximity to the MAP sensors, 
may cause inconsistancies in sensor performance. Consult MAP insructions for installation options. 
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